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1. U.S. Operations
Amundsen-Scott Station
Aurora - The patrol spectrograph began operation on the 22nd, recording
twilight phenomena. Spectra have contained mainly solar continuum and
absorption lines.
A double aurora dome installed in January is frosting on the inner
surface at temperatures below -85°F. The inner dome has been removed.
Geomagnetism - Records were lost from the 26th of February to the 4th
of March, because the variometers were clamped. Declination component was
missing until the 26th because the variograph was not properly aligned.
Glaciology - Compaction observation sets were installed in the snow
mine. Digging in the snow mine will continue vertical from the present
depth of 25 meters.
Filtering is scheduled to start the middle of the month. Horizontal
coring is being carried out below 15 meters.
Meteorology - Average temperature was -53.8°C, high -37.6°C on the
12th, low -67.4°C on the 24th. Average station pressure was 20.138 in/Hg,
high 20.37 on the 7th and low 19.91 on the 22nd. Precipitation was 0.01
inch. Snow and ice crystals, 0.1 inch.
Prevailing wind direction was from 40°E longitude at an average speed
of 11.3 knots. Highest speed was recorded on the 21st from 0° longitude
at 36 mph.
Average sky cover was 4.9; before sunset, sky cover was 5.1; after
sunset, 4.4. Percent possible sunshine, 44; number of clear days, 11;
partly cloudy, 11; cloudy, 9; number of days with precipitation of 0.01
inch or more, 1; number of days with visibility 1/4 mile or less, 3.
There were 53 rawinsonde flights with an average height of 1,885 meters.
The highest flight was 3,062 meters on the 17th.
Ten-day mean temperatures recorded on the 2 1/2 meter vent thermohm
were as follows: 1st to 10th, -49.2°C; 11th to 20th, -53.5°C; and the 21st
to 31st, -58.3°c.
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meter thermocouple was installed on the 24th by extending the meteorology
tower. Temperatures measured from the snow surface to a height of 2k
meters were as follows: on the surface, -59.6°C, at 2k meters, -59.10C.
Radiation in Langley's (1 gram cal/cm 2) per day are as follows:
net radiation, -48; hemisphere 166; solar and diffuse sky 14; reflected
solar and diffuse sky, 14.
, Subsurface temperature changes are as follows: at 100 cm-2.8°C, 150 cm 2.4 C, 200 cm -0.9°C, 250 cm -0.3 0C, 300 cm + 013 0C, 500 cm +0.6°C, 1,200 cm
+0 • 2°C.
Upper air temperature observations at 32 km -47.1°C on the 17th.
In the midtroposphere, undulations typical of summer were considerably
dampened and general cooling prevailed. In the lower troposphere at 200C
surface inversion developed on the 19th and continued to intensity through
the month. The tropopause continues to cool with little change in height.
In the stratosphere temperature changes appear completely unaffected by
tropospheric changes. General cooling continues with the largest changes
at higher levels. This has caused the summer stratospheric inversion to
become isothermal and lapse slightly by the end of the month.
Two ice crystal observations were attempted on the surface with the
temperature at -84 0F but were unsuccessful. There has been considerable
frost on the radiation instrument to -850F.
icrometeoro1oy - Ninety-eight hourly wind profiles were run during
the month, measuring on 27 separate days. There is excellent correlation
between the roughness parameter and changing surface features. Low winds
characterized most of the month, with a maximum hourly 8 meter speed of
10.7 m/s on the 13th. All profiles are logarithmic to 1 or 2 meters, but
only 257 are logarithmic to 8 meters. The lowest set of cups is now 5 cm
above the snow surface.
Anenmometer cup heights were adjusted for the winter season. Temperature
gradients showed many inversions of 10 0 to 20°F during the first 10 days of
the month. The rest of the period had smaller inversions averaging around
4°F.
T he shielded No. 40 gauge thermocouples were replaced with protected
No. 36 gauge thermocouples for a period with no short wave radiation.
Twilight phenomena such as earth shadow, anti-twilight arc, and purple
light were observed and photographed.
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time voltage caused uneven ionogranis about 507 of the time, making virtual
height measurements difficult. The maximum median for F2 was 6.8 mc. On the
12th F-minimum suddenly increased from 1.6 mc at 0200 to 3.4 mc at 0300 and
has remained high with few exceptions since then.
Continuous records were taken for two hours daily until the 11th, after
which night time conditions appeared to have been reached.
General - An enclosed garbage pit and tunnel, 500 feet from the station,
is now in use. The station water supply is being maintained by surface snow
mining.
Byrd Station
Aurora - A display was observed on the 28th through the 31st. The
spectrograph was operative but a solid overcast delayed its use until the 25th.
Equipment difficulties prevented operation of the all-sky camera until the
beginning of April. The double domes over both instrument locations are frost
free but the remaining single dome was impossible to defrost. The geomagnetic
meridian was surveyed. Interference caused by a 60 cycle generator has been
eliminated by shielding and filtering.
Geomagnetism - March was primarily a very disturbed month. Good records
were obtained with a low loss of records. All outside work has been completed
and final interior improvements are now being made. There is some pier shifting
and temperature difficulties are still present. Thirty-seven discernable
quakes were reported, the majority of which were local action. Communications
interference continues to bother the horizontal intensities.
Glaciology - Five shallow pits and auger holes 10 meters deep were
completed in the seismic reflection area. Preliminary inspection indicates
40-60 cm yearly layers in the pit walls. A surface study area was completed
on the 14th with 250 dowels spaced at intervals of 2k, 5 and 10 meters. The
total surface covered was 100 x 2,100 meters. The accumulation measured by 120
stakes was 3.9 cm with a water equivalent of 1.28 cm. Thermohms were read
twice daily. Theom readings on the surface showed a temperature of
-22.50C k meter below the surface -26.67 0C, 1 meter below surface 25.970C,
2 meters below surface -25.00 C, 4 meters below surface 25.97 0C, 8 meters
below surface 2846 0 C and 16 meters below surface -28.46 1 C. 5 auger holes
located 3 to 12 km northwest of the station to a depth of 10 meters showed
temperatures of -28.73°C, -28.78°C, -28.54 0C, -28.300 C and -28.460C,
onospherjc Physics - Less than 17 of the month's data was lost due to
tube failure. There was a marked decrease in Fl and E values. There was a
pronounced increase in foF2 values during the last 4 days of the month.
Several ionospheric disturbances were apparent from the 25th through the 27th.
Local Antarctic communications suffered many days during the early morning
hours when absorption was high. The ionospheric scaling table and data have
been moved to another room. Radio noise measurements continue although there
are still some difficulties resulting from minor equipment failures. Whistler
equipment and antenna installations are nearing completion.

-4Meteorology A tunnel to the inflation shelter has been constructed,
and a snow melter installed in the inflation shelter. A new shelter was made
for the phyrheliotneter. he Azar recorder for radiation measurement has
been installed in a rack. Operation of the radiometer is awaiting welding
of the stand. All effort will be made to have the radiation equipment in
operation early in April, using a potentiometer for temperature readings
in place of a two point recorder. A third set of guy wires have been
connected to the top of the aerovane mast and a storage room constructed
for met supplies. During the latter part of the month balloon flights were
done at night. The average height for 64 raobs was 23,835 meters. A fairly
large number of balloons have holes, apparently resulting from improper
molding. The highest flight of the month was during a world day going to
the 9 nib level.
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Average temperature.28.0 C. highest -12.6 0 C on the 1st, low -47.3 C on
the 15th. Average station pressure 24.00 in/Hg, highest 24.34 on the 11th
and low 23.60 on the 21st. Total precipitation .08 inch. Prevailing wind
from the North at 12 knots. Highest wind from the North at 42 knots on the
25th and 26th. Total sunshine was 168 hours. Average sky cover 7.7.
There were 3 clear days, 7 partly cloudy, and 21 cloudy. Number of days
with precipitation of .01 inch or more, 3; number of days with visibility
of 2 mile or less, 9.
Traverse Seismology - Refraction profiles in the direction normal to
the prevailing profile were completed. Excellent sub-ice refraction
arrivals were obtained at 18, 20, and 22 km, from a 250 lb, charge in the
10 meter hole. A reflection survey of an area measuring 4 x 9 kin was
completed for completion of the ice surface and topography.
Ellsworth
Aurora Observations were made on 7 nights. The visual observing program began on March 3, The all-sky camera was repositioned in the dome and
geomagnetic meridian arc lights were set for k o of latitude at 100 km height.
The spectrograph power supply failed but was replaced.
Cosmic Ra y s - The neutron counter is operating well. The meson telescopes have an unsatisfactory outer coating which has flaked off the tubes.
An attempt is being made to rectify this by using new paint.
Glaciology - Because of excessive drift around old snow stakes, new ¼
inch dowels were set out to measure snow accumulation and ablation. Work
has begun in the deep pit.
Ionosphere - Operations have been normal.
Meteo rol o gy - Average temperature was -23.8 0C, high ,6.1 on the 15th

and 19th and low -41.7 0 C on the 31st. Average station pressure was 29.029
in/Hg on the 15th.
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Precipitation was 0.11 inch. Snowfall, 1.1 inch. Prevailing wind
direction was from the South at an average speed of 13.0 knots, highest 47 mph
on the 15th from the ENE and NE.
Percent possible sunshine, 40; average sky cover, 6.3; number of clear
days, 9; partly cloudy, 6; cloudy 16.
Number of days with precipitation of 0.01 inch or more, 3. Number of days
with precipitation of 0.10 inch or more, none. There was one day with visibility
of 2- mile or less. The average height of 44 raobs was 23,540 meters.
Traverse , - Studies were made at the following points:
Position
1.
2.
3.
4.

8003'S,
80 Il'S,
80034's,
80057'S,

54 °32'W
560371W
58 052 1 W
61 0 16 1 w

5.

81 03'S, 64 33'W

Studies

Remarks

Seismic, Pit, Ramsonde
Pit
Seismic, Pit, Ramsonde Reismic reflections
only received at
and 5
Seismic, Pit, Rarnsonde points 4

Ramsonde measurements were also made between positions 1, 2, 4, and 5.
The new gyro compass has proved unreliable in the Sno-Cat and has drifted
as much as 40 in six miles.
After extensive reconnaissance, a supply train consisting of two D-8
tractors, each pulling 5 ten-ton sides of automotive and aviation fuel and
supplies, and one radar equipped Sno-Cat, departed from the station on the 21st.
The train has now passed through the heavily crevassed area SE of the station.
The train will be left about 90 miles SSE of the station ready to move in the
spring to set up an inland base at a point to be decided when the traverse
route is decided. The success of the train has assured the traverse vehicles
of a route into the interior and an important saving of aviation fuel.
General - When weather permits flights, Father Bradley, seismologist, says
Mass at the Argentine Belgrano Station.
A total of 17 reconnaissance flights and 33 cargo flights have been made.
Twenty-six tons of cargo were flown to the midpoint for next year's traverse,
81 0S, 750W.
Mountains were plainly visibile to the SW and NW of the midpoint. The
snow surface was extremely hard, with some sastrugi. Two large peaks were
sighted west of the midpoint and two ranges extended to the north. The pressure
altitutde at the midpoint was approximately 635 feet.
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flight, partially collapsed the port landing gear main strut when the ski
dropped into an old sled track which was covered by loose snow and difficult
to see, due to a frosted windshield.
Hallett Station
Aurora - The first aurora was observed on the 16th. It was a rayed arc
and formed at 1130Z, azimuth 1150, elevation 000. The arc was overhead at
1230Z. The brightness was 1, and the display ended at 1530Z Other auroras
were seen on the 20th, 24th, 26th and 29th.
A tuning fork controlled 60 cps power supply was built and fitted to the
all-sky camera clocks. The patrol spectrograph minute counter is operating
from the seismograph clock impulses. Automatic change-over relays and battery
standby power have been installed in both sets of clocks.
Geomagnetism - There were sudden commencements on the 14th at 121Z and
the 25th at 1540z. The one on the 25th correlates well with the second
ionospheric blackout.
Ionosphere - There was low absorption and considerable sporadic E activity
at the beginning of the month and little sporadic E at the end of the month.
The absorption rose suddenly on the 11th at 0230Z and is still increasing.
There were two periods of total blackout. One on the 14th at 2100Z to
the 15th at 12009, and one on the 25th at 1550Z to the 27th at 0800Z.
Meteorology - All observations are now on a routine basis. The wind
tower is located midway between the thermoscreen and radiation instruments.
Two-meter and ten-meter wind velocities are being recorded on separate
Esterhine Angus recorders.
Subsurface temperature measurements at 10 cm and 50 cm levels are being
made in the vicinity of the solar radiation installation.
It

The average monthly temperature was -7.9 0C, high -0.6 on the 12th and
low -17.2 on the 27th. Average station pressure was 29.325 in/Hg, high 29.69
on the 11th and low 28.96 in/Hg on the 27th. Total precipitation was 0.79
inches; total snowfall, 13.5 inches.
Prevailing wind direction was from the SSW at an average speed of
1000 knots. The highest was 68 mph on the 31st from the SSE.
Percent possible sunshine, 21; average sky cover, 8.5; number of clear
days, 3; partly cloudy, 5; cloudy, 23. There were 8 days with precipitation
of 0.01 inch or more and 4 days with precipitation of 0.10 inch or more.
There were 4 days with visibility of k mile or less.
The average height of 59 radiosondes was 16,980 meters. High mountains
in the east are beginning to affect the flights.

-7T he first strong wind storm of the year was on the 30 and 31st, with
peak gusts of 70 knots from the SSE. Visibility was reduced to zero or near
zero for 12 hours due to blowing snow on the 31st.
Seismology Two earthquakes were recorded this month. High amplitude
microseisms were registered on the long period recorders rendering the traces
unusable over a period of several days.
All recorders are now operating on a concrete pier anchored to the
permafrost. The seismic hut has been sunk in a pit and coverd with earth
to the roof level, giving a more stable temperature and freedom from wind
effects. The vertical seismometer is not operating satisfactorily.
Little America Station
Aurora - The second patrol spectrograph was mounted in the three-foot
dome in the aurora tower for infrared film use. Films from both spectrographs and the all-sky camera of the first aurora on the 29th and 30th
show these instruments operate satisfactorily.
Observations of meteor radar are greatly hindered by interference
from other transmitters at the station. Attempts to shield the antenna
lead have not lowered the noise enough to observe more than the largest
meteors and aurora echos. Noise on the line and a noise grid resistor have
made observations of sodium D lines difficult.
The new Applegate high voltage supply rectifier burned out. The power
supply of the scanning spectrometer is being used for the second patrol
spectrograph.
The replacement K-100 camera was not received in the last shipment of
this season.
Geomagnetism - Operations have been routine.
Glacjo
finished.

- A survey of 11 of 14 stakes of the triangulation array was

Gravity - Vertical shelf oscillations changed from 15 sec. to 40 sec.
periods during the month.
IonosDhere - No data was obtained from the C-4 for a total of 46 hours
during the month. Most of the trouble was with the A scope blanking and
some operator error.
Over 120 hours of blackout occurred during the month. During the last
half of the month absorption has been high during daylight hours.

Meteoro].2 - Mr. Guarcello joined the staff in early March and is now
working full time in the observing program. Chemicals for hydrogen manufacture
were moved from outdoor caches to the inflation shelter. With the onset of

-8darkness, the storeroom and outside lights were connected and the ceiling light
was put in operation.
The average monthly temperature was -24.8 0C, high -8.3 0C on the 3rd,
and low -43.3 0C on the 19th. The average station pressure was 29.173 in/Hg
with a high of 29.86 on the 11th and a low of 28.70 in/Hg on the 26th.
Precipitation was 0.55 inch. Snowfall was 6.8 inch. The average net
change of 4 snow stakes was 3 inches. Prevailing wind direction was from the
NE at an average speed of 13.0 knots. The fastest mile was 37 mph on the 22nd
from the NE. Percent possible sunshine, 40; average sky cover, 7.3; number of
clear days, 5; partly cloudy, 7; cloudy, 19. Number of days with precipitation
0.10 inch or more, 2. Number of days with visibility of -. mile or less, 10.
av erage height of 60 radiosondes was 24,195 meters. The highest was
31,920 meters on the 9th at 0000Z. Temperature recorded on this flight was
-420C. Special radiosonde observations were taken at 1800Z on the 20th and
0600Z on the 21st.
*
Ten-day mean temperatures: 1st to 10th, -11.3
21st to 31st, -8.20F.

0

F; 11th to 20th, -19.80F;

There were 11 days with a 22 0 solar halo, 2 days with a 22 0 lunar halo
and 2 days with a 460 solar halo. Two sun pillars were observed, 2 moon pillars,
3 parhelia, 2 tangent arcs, 2 lunar corona, and 1 aurora.
A new CO

line was installed from 400 feet NE of the camp to the recorder.

Seismology - A reversed refraction profile of 5 to 9 km was shot on the
barrier in the vicinity of the base. Tentative calculations show 6.3 km/ sec
layer 1,400 meters below the ocean floor. Short distances will be filled in
from refraction on the Bay ice.
Traverse - On the 24th, Mr, Crary, Stephen Den Hartog, Lyle D. McGinnis
and John Gniewek left the Station to begin the final traverse for this season.
They will proceed to mile 160 on the Byrd Trail and return to Little America
about April 8. The party intends to complete a series of observations along the
trail, including seismic, magnetic, gravity and glaciological studies. The
summer traverse began this work only after crossing the crevasses at Mile 190.
Mr. Crary now plans to make eight stations between Little America and Mile 160,
thus completing the observations along this route. Enroute to Mile 160, a
station will be made every 40 miles. The same interval will be maintained on
the return trip with stations staggered, thereby covering intermediate points
between stations made on the outgoing trip. The schedule calls for traveling
every other day with alternating days for observations.
The party is equipped with two Sno-Cats, each hauling a 23 ton sled loaded
to capacity. Supplies intlude 850 gallons of gas, food, radios, scientific
equipment and spare parts.
Tentative altimetry calculations for the Ross Shelf traverse made this
summer show elevations varying from 28 meters near the barrier to 117 meters
near the Liv Glacier, with an average of 65 meters for 40 gtations.
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Weather Central - Data supply has been good except for a five-day radio
blackout period near the end of the month.
Research activity averages 25% per man. Current investigations include
jet streams, central Antarctic circulation, Pacific sector circulation,
objective forecasts for the Ross Sea area, and continuation of the mean circulation study begun by Nr.Alvarez and Mr. Rastorguev. Plans have been made to
study Simpsons pressum surges and Antarctic frontal and tropopause configurations with space cross sections.
Russian and Spanish are being taught by the foreign representatives.
Wilkes Station
Aurora - Approximately 50% of the nights were overcast. Many aurorae were
recorded on the remaining nights. On the 28th a display was observed with a
brightness of 1, lasting one hour in the region N2 to the zenith, consisting of
rays and rayed arcs. The display was preceded by a faint corona and numerous
faint rayed forms. On the 29th, a Type B in Ni and N2 appeared.
Repair work was done on the spectrograph programmer and all-sky camera
clock. The spectrograph minute counter was connected to the ionospheric physics
clock.
One roll of all-sky film was lost because of developing 20 minutes as per
instructions. Development should be for 35 minutes in D-76 for 100 foot rolls of
Tri-X film.
The height program was established at Site 2 on the ice cap and is in
progrss. Mr. Denison spent a week at Site 2, his return being delayed by bad
weather.
Cosmic Rays Equipment is working satisfactorily.
Geomagnetism - K scaling showed maximum activity during T-2 period and
minimum activity during T-6 period for the months of February and March.
Glaciology - Early in the month, Messrs. Hollin,Robertson, Cronk and
Ornmundsen visited Vanderford Glacier for routine measurements. Hollin and
Robertson continued across the ice cap to Browning Island,working there three
days, Cronk and Robertson returned later in the month to Browning Island to
core bottom sediments from melt water lakes and obtain lake water samples for
salinity determination, Robertson also carried out geological studies on Wiley
Island.
Hollin and Crnniundsen were at Site 2 for 2 weeks building and repairing equipment and the installation. Routine observations and some fabric work on last
year's ice cores was accomplished. Croak and Robertson have been carrying out
routine observations near the Station and Site 1. Robertson left for Site 2
on the 31st to replace Hollin.

10 ionos p here - The C-4 recorder was inoperative most of the month because of
modifications being made.
Meteorology -The average monthly temperature was -4.9°C, high 2.8 0C on the
5th, and low -12.2°C on the 12th. Average station pressure was 28.973 in/Hg,
high 29.46 on the 8th, and low 28.14 in/Hg on the 25th. Total precipitation,
zero, total snowfall, zero.
Prevailing wind direction was from the south at an average of 12.2 knots.
Highest gust was 72 mph on the 14th.
Percent of possible sunshine, 2; number of clear days, 8; partly cloudy,
4; cloudy, 19; number of days with precipitation 0.01 inch or more, zero;
number of days with visibility of k mile or less, 1.
58 radiosonde flights were made with an average height of 24,209 meters.
John Zimmerman spent a week at Site 2 installing recording anemometers.
Oceanography - The tide gage was in continuous operation from the 10th
through the 31st. Maximum tidal difference was five feet.
The time lapse camera was in operation only during the first half of the
month because of lack of ice during the remainder. Ice reaches 0.6 to 0.7
concentration in Vincennes and Newcomb Bay but is repeatedly blown out by
gales. A station and marker have been established for theodolite observations
on Cape Folger to determine any ice movement of shelf ice or calving.
Seismology - A new power line from the science building to the recorder
gives uniform cycles per second for better spacing of minute marks.
Microseistns were above normal on the 10th, 11th, 14th, 15th, 24th, 30th
and 31st. Strong surface waves were recorded after the earthquake of the 6th
in the Fiji Islands. This result is surprising since the focus was reported
as 250 km deep.
Survey Work - Permanent iron pipes for signals set in holes drilled in
rocks have been established as follows: 7 on Clark Island, 4 on Baily Island,
and 3 on Mitchell Island. A half-mile base line on a level ice area between
rocks was measured on Clark Island. All signals on Clark Island were triangulated subject to rechecking. The survey work was done by Ensign Dave Eyres and
Dr. 'Raesle.
Communications - Communications between the Station and Site 2 and between
the Station and weasel parties have been difficult. The high moraine ice ridge
east of the base possibly interferes with the signals.
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Don Edman, ionospheric physicist, Chief Bednarz, and Radiomen Churchill
and Tracy have made considerable improvement in reception and transmission
from the station to trail parties and to Site 2. This has been done largely
by attention to small details. Center loaded whip antennas have improved the
range of TCS transceivers on two weasels. Walkie-talkies have been extended to
a range of 10 miles by use of mobile whip antennas and a counterpoise artificial
ground on weasels. Mr. Edinan is presently at Site 2 giving the radio installation a complete checking and attempting modification of antennas.
Edman, Borello and Chief Griffith have installed a directional high gain
corner reflection antenna on a platform located on a rock ledge west of the
base for satellite tracking. A receiver for 008 to 108.03 mc has been
constructed from a NAW-l.
Regular schedules from Site 2 have been maintained since Edman arrived
at the ice cap station.
Construction - Reefers have been enclosed. A tunnel was completed from
the galley storage Jamesway to the galley. A 12 x 12 foot enlargement of the
plumbing and carpenter shop has been constructed. A chapel of similar size is
now enclosed and will be used for the first time Easter Sunday, The chapel is
located at the corner of the science building and the new tunnel.
General - Classes are now being conducted in German by Mr. Denison with
10 students. Mr. Edman is instructing a class of 10 in radio code, and
Father Birkenhauer is instructing a class of 4 in basic mathematics and a class
of 4 in calculus.
One seal has been shot by Mr. Allison and Ensign Eyres for dog food.
Mr. Ommundsen took all the older dogs and a weasel sled to Site 2 for training
on better snow surfaces.
The Rat was taken on a seven-hour trip for signal construction on
Mitchell Island. Performance was all that could be desired. A few broken
wheels resulted from the extremely rough surface but did not slow down the Rat.
All penguins departed on the last day of March.
Water is still obtained regularly from frozen melt farms near the antenna
farm. Small cracks have occurred in the ice, but skating is still good. The
ponds also offer good skating. No skiing was done during the last month because
of ice surfaces.
With completion of all priority outside projects, Saturday is a half
holiday and Sunday a holiday enabling personnel to take hikes in the near
viciatty.
Time seems to be going too fast,
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2. International
Argentina
The Argentine Navy Ministry has announced that work carried out by the
personnel aboard the oceanographic ships of the Argentine Navy and Columbia
University of New York is progressing satisfactorily off the coast of the
Falkland Islands,
Chile
The Chilean Foreign Ministry officially announced on March 11 that
the Chilean Antarctic research and observation post set up near the
Bernardo O'Higgins base in 1957 had caught fire and was completely destroyed.
All 15 men who were stationed at the base to conduct research and observations
for the ICY escaped injury.
ja -in
The Japanese Expedition Ship, Icebreaker Soya, had been struggling with
the ice in the hope of reaching the Prince Harald Coast from December of last
year. It is regretted, however, that the Expedition was eventually obliged to
give up hope of landing a wintering party this season. In spite of the efforts
of the U.S,Icebrealcer Burton Island, Professor Nagata, the leader of the
expedition, telegraphed on the evening of February 25,that the sea at the mouth
of Lutzow-Holm Bay had been so rough that it was impossible to send the aircraft sufficiently often to carry even a small party of 7 men to Syowa Base;
and the Soya was forced to leave the Antarctic before more severe storms set
in, partly owing to shortage of water and some damage to the screw. The Soya
will arrive at Cape Town about March 7 and Tokyo on May 10, 1958. Fortunately,
all the members of the wintering party, who had been at Syowa Base for a
complete year, were safely rescued by plane.
USSR
A monthly exchange of information between Mirny and Little America has
been established. Mr. Rubin, US observer at Mirny, has given the following
initial report:
The first regular rawinsonde at Pionerskaya was conducted on March 13.
The first rasonde at Sovietskaya took place March 16. The cloud microphysics
program is continuing with profiles between Orygalskj Island and Pioneerskaya
obtained by airplane.
A glaciology traverse group with motor-driven drill rig departed Mirny
on March 21 for Pioneerskaya to carry out deep seismic soundings
in the region
of the station and install an experimental automatic weather station. The
ionosphere, geomagnetism and auroral program are now in full operations.
The following report was received on station activities at Sovietskaya:
The weasel sledge train reached the site selected for the station on
February 10, thereby completing the journey of 1420 km from Mirny. The train
carried over 10 tons of supplies to Sovietskaya and moved at temperatures
of .400 to -'45 C over very soft snow in which tractors made a trail 60 cm deep,
with crawler-tractors sinking to a depth of 1.5 meters in two places.
Meteorological, actinometrical and glacial observations were carried out along
the route and regular meteorological observations were started at Sovietskaya
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on 12 February.
On 16 February the station was formally declared open and its position is
780 24'S 87 035 1 E, nearly 3,700 meters above sea level.
The programme of observations covers meteorology, actinometry, aerology
and glaciology. The party of 5 men is led by Babarykin (an aerologist)
and includes a doctor.
Meteorology - Two deep cyclones passed over the area of Mirny, 9-19 and
28 . 30 October, 1957. The second was the deeper with winds reaching 50 mp g and
intensive snowfalls. The cyclones caused increases of temperature; on October 13
the temgerature rose to +20C at Oasis, -1.7°C at Mirny, _2 0C at Pioneerskaya
and -28 C at Vostok. On October 6, Vostok was recording -61 0C and next day
Pioneerskaya had -57 0C and Mirny -23 0C. Days with blizzards were 21 at
Pioneerskaya, 20 at Mirny and 15 at Vostok.
A total of 124 radiosoundings were made with balloons reaching an average
height of 23,070 meters and a maximum of 33,800 meters. The thousandth balloon
of the second Antarctic expedition was launched on October 10. Planes made four
meteorological flights.
Glaciology - Routine measurements continued and included the completion of a

cycle of measurements in a hole 67 meters deep drilled in a shelf ice and inside
a bedrock. Field parties worked in the Western Shelf Glacier and the vicinities
of Jones Glacier, Cape Filchner, Bunger Oasis and the Haswell Islands.
Geomagnetism - From absolute measurements, mean monthly values of magnetic
elements were: declination 780141211, horizontal component 13,727 and vertical
component 60,424. Magnetic activity was somewhat lower than in the preceding
months, but higher than last October. A summer tendency became more evident in
daily fluctuations, e. g., noon activity increased and midnight activity
decreased.
On the coastal ice strip near Mirny investigations were begun of extremely
marked local character geomagnetic variations. They confirmed an earlier theory
attributing this phenomena to an electric current of high intensity in the sea.
Solar Eclipse - The solar eclipse was observed at Mirny. The maximum coverage of the solar disc was 40%. Solar radiation during the eclipse was 58% lower.
bsmic radiation also declined and reception of radio waves deteriorated.
Communications - Reception of short radio waves was much better than in
September and radio communications in all directions were normal. The Mirny
Base received radio signals transmitted by the earth satellite. The reception of
satellite signals was good, sometimes excellent; 40.002 mc frequency was received
two quality figures better than 20.005 mc.

14 Antarctic Exp edition Members Return Moscow, TASS, Dictation in Russian
to the Provincial Press Feb. 22, 1958, 1312 GMT--L
(Summary) A large group of the participants in the second continental
Antarctic expedition of the USSR returned to Moscow Feb. 22. Soviet research
workers who have spent 14 months in the Antarctic were met by representatives
of the capital's workers, leaders of the Main Administration of the Northern
Sea Route, relatives, and friends. A meeting was held at the Kiev Station,
Deputy Minister of Maritime Fleet Afanasyev congratulated the participants
in the expedition on the occasion of the successful fulfillment of scientific
work which is an important contribution to implementing the program of the
International Geophysical Year.
Ob in New Zealand - Moscow, Soviet Home Service, Feb. 14, 1958, 0500 GMT--L
(Summary) Having completed the research work on the Antarctic coast, the
Motor Ship Ob has been sailing for three days on its way to New Zealand. At
the invitation of the New Zealand Antarctic Committee, the Soviet scientists
will take part in Wellington in the International Antarctic symposium, which
will be held between Feb. 18 and 22. The Soviet scientists will read a number
of papers on individual problems of research in the Antarctic which is being
carried out in accordance with the IGY program.
Antarctic Exploration - Moscow, Soviet Home Service, Feb. 2, 1958, 1930 GMT--L

(Summary) Our correspondent, Tkachev, radios from the Ob: After the Ob found
moorings alongside a long stretch of pack-ice, air reconnaissance was
carried out. The aircraft piloted by Kaminskiy flew over the South Magnetic
Pole. He discovered the ice surface there was completely free of snow.
Another aircraft piloted by Mikhailenko and carrying a team of scientists
landed 130 kilometers southeast from the place the "0b' was moored. On land
there, which is apparently an island, the expedition found carbonized remnants
of plants which grew in the Antarctic some 200 million to 250 million years
ago. The finds, which were safely brought aboard the Ob, are of great
scientific interest.
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The position of Kotnsomolskaya, reported in a personal letter from
Mr. Gordon Cartwright to Dr. Harry Wexler, is 69 0 77 1 S 95030'E.
Miscellaneous - Verse to Antarctic song as reported by returning USNCIGY
personnel.
"In the land of ice and snow where it's 99 below
and the penguins go a-dancing o'er the plain,
In the shadow of the Pole I will clasp her to my sole
I'll be with her when the ice worms nest again."
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